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Background
The “Oh You! Scraggy Club” was apparently a hunting club active in the southern-central part of Nova Scotia around 1910. The club was apparently located in the Loon Pond-Scraggy Lake area.

Scope and Content
The collection consists of eight stereoscopic photo cards depicting activities related to a moose hunt by members of the Oh You! Scraggy Club in 1910. None of the people in the photos are identified but five of the three-dimensional images have some writing on the back. The collection also includes a viewer for the images called a Holmes stereoscope.
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Description of Collection

Photo 1  Oh You! Scraggy Club, 1910  Club members posing in camp
Photo 2  On the way—Resting  Club members carrying canoes
Photo 3  On the way—arrived and boat launched  Three men and dog in a canoe
Photo 4  A Juicy lunch  Four men eating in a clearing
Photo 5  On the way from Scraggy to Loon Pond
Photo 6  no caption  Seven men around a camp site
Photo 7  no caption  Five men surrounding a moose kill
Photo 8  no caption  Seven men near canoes

Stereoscope viewer